
Mary’s Sign Will Crush Vatican’s Sign 
  
This will be a follow up to my program about a very evil symbol which 
appeared at the Vatican during the canonizations of Pope John XXIII 
and Pope John Paul II. As you can see, it was a huge floral display and 
it dominated the entire Saint Peter's Square, and as I previously 
explained, it is actually a sexualisation of the Divine Trinity. It has an 
overall female oval shape with two male horns at the bottom; but 
several of my subscribers told me that this is a very specific demonic 
image: it is an image of the Egyptian cow goddess, Hathor.  
 

      
 
This evil symbol of Hathor was often expressed as a headdress or a 
crown because it symbolized the subjection of the human being to the 
demonic. And it consists of two horns of the cow goddess and in the 
center was a sun disk representing the sun god, Horus, who was in 
fact Lucifer. And we see this sign very often in Egyptian paintings and 
in Egyptian sculptures, and it is a very favorite symbol today for the 
Illuminati because it is very powerful. 
 

 
 
In fact, a lot of people believe that this golden calf, which the Israelites 
worshipped when Moses went up on the mountain to receive the Ten 
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Commandments from Almighty God, was in fact this Egyptian cow 
goddess, Hathor.  
 
And I want to thank the Childrens Gospel.com for this image, and if 
you look at this closely you can see there is a very close similarity to 
that satanic image which appeared at the Vatican during the 
canonization ceremonies. Thus, I think it's pretty obvious that this 
flower display at the canonization of the two popes was derived from 
this symbol for the Egyptian cow goddess, Hathor, and the golden calf 
which the Israelites worshipped. This is actually a very sophisticated 
version of the symbol for Hathor, the Egyptian pagan goddess, and I 
say sophisticated because there are six divisions on the right, six on 
the left, and six overall which yields the number for the Antichrist.  
 
Now, whoever convinced the Vatican to use this, I'm sure they knew 
what they were doing. They tried to dress it up in flowers to make it 
seem sweet and attractive but in fact, this evil symbol during the 
canonization of the two popes, pays homage to Satan, and we need to 
find out, is there a way to combat this evil symbol? I'm sure you are 
well aware by now of how the Illuminati love to use pagan Egyptian 
symbols, especially more so than, let's say, Roman or Greek pagan 
symbols in their music videos on YouTube, in their halftime sports 
programs, on television, and in the movies; and the reason is because 
Satan prefers those images. 
 

   
 
They are much more powerful, and of course, the Illuminati want to pay 
homage to Satan, just like the taken over Vatican, in order to ensure 
success for their endeavours, and of course, the problem is it leads the 
young people in our society astray.  
 
What is the solution? What is the answer to these evil signs? Is there a 
great sign that God has given us that will defeat these evil signs? In 
the book of Revelation, Saint John writes in his chapter 12 that the 
great sign is ‘the woman clothed with the sun, with the moon 
under her feet and on her head a crown of twelve stars,’ and the 
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very best representation of that great sign is this miraculous image of 
Our Lady of Guadalupe as given to St. Juan Diego in Mexico. This is 
the sign that will defeat all those evil Egyptian and pagan symbols.  
 

 
 
So, how do we know this great sign of Mary, as Our Lady of 
Guadalupe, is the sign that will crush the cow goddess of Egypt, 
Hathor? Please notice that Mary is clothed with the sun. What that 
means is that she blocks that sun part of the image, she blocks the evil 
deity Horus. And please note that she is standing on top of the two 
horns, she is crushing them just as she will crush the serpent as 
prophesied way back in Genesis 3:15. In other words, God does not 
leave us orphans; He gives us the solution. The solution to 666 in 
Scripture is 555 which is Mary's Rosary and the solution to the evil 
demonic signs that we see on television, at halftime shows, music 
videos and even at the Vatican, is the great sign of heaven and that is 
particularly, Our Lady of Guadalupe.  
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